Book Sharing: Parents’ Read Aloud Activities in Supporting Emergent Reading and Arts for Early Literacy
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Abstract: The golden age is an important period when children receive a wide range of knowledge. It takes place between two years of age to six. The initial process of early literacy starts also here in which several components state meaningful supports; vocabulary, print knowledge, phonological awareness, emergent reading, and arts. Three previous studies for this article show that the integration between learning at home and at school for the supports is not yet integrated. Based on the research results that are relevant to this study, it was found that children whose parent were optimizing the chance of receiving a stimulus language well, will grow into adults who are capable in terms of language as well as having a tendency to more easily understand the readings five times greater than adults who in his childhood did not receive the same stimuli. The general objective of this study was to find the concept of activity-based meaningful language activities either through sub reading, storytelling, dialogue, as well as arts of toddlers. The specific objective of this study was to: Discover how the existing conditions in similar processes and guidelines that are applied in other countries as a comparison; Finding the design and guidelines for teacher and parent in facilitating emergent reading and arts; Finding the effectiveness of on-going literacy learning activities. Mix methods applied here took 40 teachers and 40 parents lived in Madiun and surroundings. The first questionnaire and observation for both participants showed what real emergent and arts activities for their children and also whether those acts were standardized or not. The second part was sharing the program and figuring the guidelines which lead them act as the target shared. And the last one was the evaluation which promoted observation, interviews and documents from the progress.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The educational success in early age is determined by many factors; internal potential and environment as external one. In the early literacy, a child has the ability of language acquisition that became the initial competence when entering school (Rhyner, 2009), namely sight vocabulary, initial print knowledge, and so on.

There are differences in the language learned by a child from home environment and school (Johnston, 2005). Vocabulary from home tends to give habitual used words (Shahraia & Kassaian, 2011). The ability of parents to use, broaden language could make a big impact of the language learned at schools (Hall & moats, 1999). Meanwhile, at several cities such as Madiun where two languages used; Javanese as less formal language and Indonesian as formal ones, most often used formal language at school make students stay in a big gap. In this case, the difference is narrowed through the use of books as a means of opening a dialogue with the child, guidance for kinds of vocabulary, and theme to enrich literacy skills.

In this study, the use of children's book selection is giving the possibility in figuring out the types and criteria of selected books for the child's readiness to learn initial reading. However, children favourite books are not always enough for increasing their language development (Er, Shendan, et.al. 2013). In addition, the same of the language material learned through children story book shares to have a similar material for teachers and parents in different places. On the other hand, through meaningful dialogue on the contents of the book read, it provides an opportunity for children to interact with their environment habitually by using formal language meet to the language in the story books. The last but not least, the important thing is the children's understanding related to their drawing or writing to communicate with other people around him.
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Literacy

Literacy has many perspectives depending on the viewpoint. According to the maturational theory, they believe that children learn to recognize symbol of language when they are ready to do so (Barratt-Pugh & Roth, 2000). In contrast to the developmental one who believe that despite the need of waiting for a child's readiness to learn, he has had a readiness to undertake pre-reading activities, emergent theory combines writing and reading as a measure of reading comprehension in children whenever a child is ready to do so (Rhyner, 2009). While the socio-cultural theory, it is stated that children learn mainly from the environment. Activities that are so extensive and relevance to the activities of children learning the language will form the understanding of symbol he saw.

Literacy has several components that one another can be taught simultaneously and interrelated. The component is a sight vocabulary, decoding words, and concept about print (Cooper & An, 1997) or print knowledge. In decoding words, a child needs to listen to the sounds of words, what so called phonological awareness (Anthony & Francis, 2005) and phonemic awareness (Cooper & An, 1997).

1.2 Emergent Reading

Reading and discussion of the reading contents will make reading mastery succeeded. Children who do book sharing after they read a book, certainly experience language development (Justice et.al, 2005). Children can experience the success only in a very short time even just a few weeks to have a conversation after reading, and this is shown not only by the expression, but also through their attitude (Rhyne, 2009). So by adult helps around them, children will be more sensitive to the shape of the written language seen and also improve its ability three times more than others (Shaharakian & Kassaian, 2011). The adults and child's conversation also help them to connect the meaning they learn and their drawing (Zucker et. al 2009) and writing, although the writing is not normally found in conversation which is called printreferencing (Justice. et. al, 2005).

1.3 Arts

Arts stay when children try to show what they understand through drawing (Justice and Sofka, 2010) or Writing (Rhyner, 2005). It is closely related to emergent reading; a condition when a child reads and writes as inseparable activities is evaluated day by day, starts from the first studying day to the target time (Justice and Sofka, 2010). Children drawing is an initial part of their print knowledge encouragement (Justice and Sofka, 2010) and also later will be increased more and more (Rhyner, 2005). Arts are not replaceable with children speaking skill. This way, there is no different result between a talk-active child or others in understanding words through their writing (McGinty & justice, 2009).

2. RESEARCH METHOD

3.1 Design of the Study

A classroom action research was used in this study. The data were collected from three main data sources; initial and ongoing observation; teacher and parents’ interview; and students’ arts documentation. The data was analyzed by triangulation technique and coded in figuring the result, set in two cycles.

3.2 Participants

The participants of this study consisted of play group and kindergarten students, teachers, and parents in Madiun and its surroundings. A total of 40 students was chosen by the teacher based on the parents’ permission in joining this research, 40 teachers and also several parents. The students had a different range of age. Five students were 5 years old, 22 students were 4, and the rest were 3. Most of them are girls.

3.3 Treatments

The first objects of this study are the students. They were taught to master 5 – 10 words through the book sharing program in which the trained teachers allowed them to choose any books they like and read for them the story. The parents were asked to do the same program at home and reported the activities to the teachers at school every day. The program itself has two five-day cycles, reported every day, and consisted of book content dialogue to the children.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study are divided into four views; book preferences, book sharing, arts, vocabulary learnt.

4.1 Book Preferences

The students are asked to choose three kinds of story books; recounts, fairytale, fables. 24 of 40 students choose fables, while 10 of them choose recounts, and the rest chooses fairy tales. From the teachers interview result, they
stated that the way the students choose the books is depending on the pictures, colours, the shapes of books and the number of pages. More interesting a book is, the more the students might choose it. The favourite numbers of pages are between 12 to 15. The students tend to choose the familiar animal as the main actor of the story, such as mouse deer, birds, crocodiles, elephants, and others.

4.2 Book Sharing

The second activity in this study is a collaborative term. The teacher told a student preference of the story and asked the parents to do the same way at home. There were 9 students whose parents were not joining the program, so the teacher doubled the activities in the morning and afternoon before they went home. The dialogue or book sharing took place in the middle of the reading aloud activities. The students were free to stop the teacher reading and pointing the words read, then asking questions. 9 students were showing passive reaction in the first day of the activities. But, being more active and enthusiastic day by the day, 18 students were active from the first day to the last day. The rest was asking the same thing many times, turning to passive with only one-two word answer or keep silent, three of them said that they were tired of the activities, and one of the rest were imitating the teacher. The parent interview results told that at home 20 students were asking to have the same activities. And the dialogue took place not only when the reading aloud section done, but also at other times.

4.3 Arts

The third step of the program was drawing. The students were asked to have a crayon then draw something when the teachers join the activity to ask the meaning of the pictures made. 35 students were easy to draw in the first cycle. They started to be bored of drawing in the other cycle. 18 of the students drew the main character of the story and other things outside the plot. Five students drew the main characters and other things in the story, while nine of them drew only the main character. The rest of them did not draw something that related to the story and no meaning also. The parents interview result showed that the students who have meaningless drawing were not familiar with the activities and less talk at home.

4.4 Vocabulary Learnt and Print Knowledge

This was the last section of the activities which is continually done after the children draw something about the materials. Here, the students are asked five to 15 words related to the books. The teachers were showing word cards and observing the students’ reaction. From teacher interview result, it was found that several methods applied to make the students master the words. The methods were spelling, calling the initial words, explaining the meaning, and others. Below is the students’ list of vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of words</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students that have less than 7 mastery of print knowledge are whose parents were not joining the program.
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